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(Please fill your critique in here in about 2 pages, regarding the suitability of the students 

work, the structure of the thesis, methodology, resources used and overall grade for the 

thesis)

Submitted thesis deals, as its title indicates, with the problem of incongruences within Arab 

League. The author divided his work into three sections consisting of 81 pages. The main aim 

of the thesis was to explore why Arab league is not able to unify its member states and 

function as the politically effective international organization and representative of Arab 

states. 

In the introductory part of his work, the author deals with his methodological approach. First 

section also provide for some theoretical aspects (theory of international design and cultural 

theory) for further research.

The second section analyzes key disparities within Arab League. The author was able to 

round-up important information about examined question quite successfully, and he also tried 

to bring information and/or interpretations which are not supporting his own ideas and 

perspective. The study uses a solid amount of primary, secondary and internet resources.

Author’s work with data is very accurate, his argumentation is comprehensible. Thesis

includes factual details and discloses author’s familiarity with the chosen region and topic. 

The second section is concluded by the concept of discord concert (p. 68 – impotent ruling 

authorities, merky agenda, oil wealth, international coercion, cultural conflicts, identity, non-

secular character, failed states, inter-state wars etc.), which forbids Arab league to unify 

whole region and function as an effective regional organisation properly. 



Final section consists of conclusion and recommendations for Arab league, member states and 

Arab community. Thesis contains useful charts, tables and figures that contribute to a better 

understanding of the issue.

Conclusion: The language and stylistic level of the thesis is high and meets all formal criteria 

required. It is in conformity with the genuine project of the thesis. Thesis is a full spectrum 

deep analysis (based on thorough research of academic sources) of an important and 

interesting issue. Thesis is in general original and insightful analysis of the reasons leading to 

dysfunction of particular regional organization. Therefore, I do recommend this thesis to be 

properly defended in front of examination board. In my opinion it should be appraised by 

level excellent.

Prague, January 28, 2009 Martin Riegl




